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Part A

Answer all questions.

1. (a) What is an algorithm ? Mention its advantages'

(b) Discuss the methods to debug C program

(c) 
"Differentiate 

while and dowhile statements with examples.

(d) write a c program to print sum of odd numbers and even numbers separately'

(e) Expiain ternarY oPerator in C'

(0 write a c program using functions to check whether the given string is a

(g) Write notes on array of structures'

(h) How will you define,your own datatypes ?
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Part B

2. (a) (i) Write notes on Compilers and interpreterb'"

(ii) Explain about basic Computer Organization'

(b) (i)
(ii)

Or

3. (a) (i)
(ii)

Explain the classes of operators in C'

Write about C tokens.

Or
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(d) 'blankspac€.

Write a C progr*m to perform

(i) find factorial of a number.

. (ii), Generate fibonnaci series upto a given number.
Use switch statement.

What are the rules for nestirig of loop ?

Or

Explain the purpose of recu sive functions with example.
Write a C program to find average of z numbers using functions.
write a c program that passes a three element integer 

"""ay 
to i

array elements are altered

Expla about 
lser 

definel u*"*T: F

wrlte a c program for a singly linked list to store integer valves.
add, delete nodes and display values in the list.
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You should be able to
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(it) Explain about types of frles.
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